ABSTRACT

This topic will help the people knows more about the gaming addiction in 2020. Nowaday playing game is not only the useless activities anymore but also playing game with good gaming behavior, controlling of gaming consumption, and aware of disadvantages from playing games can receive the maximum benefit from it. Moreover this topic will provide the information about disadvantage of gaming addiction, the benefits of gaming addiction in whether common benefit and career benefit and also provide the important for people to have good gaming behavior and playing game related to social responsibilities.

As the result of my final design concept, show that the futuristic appearance of the exhibition might attract the target visitors. Most content in the exhibition allow the visitor to interact with many beneficial activities in several ways such as to listen to young gamer speech, to play like a real esport player, to know the benefit and disadvantage from gaming addiction. In addition the interactive activities might clearly provide the knowledge of good gaming behavior and also be able to attract many visitor in both parent and children to come and gain more knowledge about gaming addiction.